INTRODUCTION
Passive vehicle suspensions are based on a trade-off between conflicting requirements. Once designed, parameters of the passive suspension system can't be changed and that limits the further improvement of the car's performance. To obtain a high ride quality, active/semi-active suspensions were proposed. Active suspensions with energy supplied from outside can adjust the energy flow continually to accommodate the extensive external disturbance, which can meet the safety requirements as well as the comfort requirements. Controller strategy is the core of the active suspension design, for its validity and the data processing scheme determine the final performance of the active suspension system.
Variable Structure Control is a switching feedback control which provides a simple tool for coping with uncertain nonlinear plants. The computer technology and high-speed switching circuitry have made the implementation of VSC of increasing interest to control engineers. The control action is used in order to maintain the system state trajectory on a prescribed sliding surface. However, because of non-ideality of switching the problem of chattering arises, which constitutes a major limitation in real-world applications. Recently, research efforts have been made in order to offer modifications and extensions of the basic theory to alleviate this problem.
Variable structure model following control (VSMFC), based on the theory of variable structure system, which was first presented by Kar-Keung and D. Young in the late 1970s, is employed to design the model following controller. This method can provide good transient performance, as well as strong adaptability to the changes of the parameters in large scope as in [1, 2] . Many scholars have already begun their studies on the applications of VSMFC method in suspension control for its superior performance in recent years, however most of that are based on single input 2 DOF models as in [3, 4, 5, 6] .
The main goal of this study is to design and evaluate an active suspension controller which maximizes the ride comfort of a vehicle. A kind of variable structure model following controller with double input is designed to realize the following of the performance indexes of the reference suspension, based on the mathematical model of 4-DOF active suspensions. Finally, simulation is carried out using Matlab/ Simulink to verify the effect of the controller and to compare with the passive suspensions. In this paper we chose the parallel active suspension as research object and its model is shown in Fig.1 as in [7] . We select equilibrium positions of the suspended mass and the unsprung mass as their each origin of coordinates.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF THE ACTIVE SUSPENSIONS AND THE COMPARISON ONES

A. Active Suspension of 4-DOF Automobile Model
According to Newton's second law we can draw the following dynamics equations of the model ( ) 
Where the coefficient matrixes are 
According to the geometrical relationship, when the pitch angle is tiny, 
III. DESIGN OF THE VSMFC FOR THE ACTIVE SUSPENSIONS
A. Reference Model Figure 3 . Suspension of the reference model
To build the VSMFC system, we select the independent active suspension based on optimal control method as the reference model which is obtained by removing the passive spring and damping units in 
Optimal control theory, described in the text, is how to ensure the performance index of the suspension system to be optimal under the conditions defined in the first equation of (6) . Owing that the suspension system need to ensure the ride comfort, running stability and security in the parameter requirement aspects, we adopt body displacement, body acceleration, suspension and tire deformation (or dynamic tire load) as the objective functions. Here we use the output feedback of the infinite time regulator and select the performance index function of the active suspension as follow 
In (7) 
Using the variation method we obtain the following optimal feedback form, 
B. Selection of the Expected Close-Loop Pole Set for Pole Assignment
The first step for a pole assignment problem is to select the expected close-loop pole set reasonably. As the performance index, the expected close-loop pole set has its two sides. Setting the expected close-loop pole set as the performance index makes it concise and strict to establish the corresponding theory and arithmetic in view of control theory. However, in view of control engineering that should be unacceptable for intuitionism deficiency. For these reasons, corresponding relations between intuitionism and the expected close-loop pole set must be built to make it acceptable for both control engineering and control theory.
1) Dynamic Property and Index of the System
In order to assess the performance of the linear system in time domain, we should analyze the time domain response of the system with some typical signal inputs. If the dynamic performance of the system with a step signal input can meet the requirements, the response of the system would be satisfactory with the other forms of signal inputs.
The transfer function of a generic second-order system can be written as For convenient analysis and comparison, suppose the system is standstill before unit step inputting, and that output as well as its derivatives are all zeros. The response of the second-order system in underdamping condition is demonstrated in Fig. 4 . rises from 10% of the final value to 90% of that. For the oscillation system, the rise time can also be defined as the time taken by the curve to rises from zero to its final value for the first time. Rise time reflects the response speed; shorter rise time means more quickly response. The five indexes above can mainly reflect the dynamic characteristic of the system. In practical application the rise time, regulating time and overshoot are most commonly employed.
2) Fundamental of the Selection of Expected Closeloop Pole Set
The property of a control system is mainly depending on the distribution of the poles on the radical plane. For this reason, in the design of a control system, the distribution of the poles is often determined according to the requirement of the properties. The so-called pole assignment is to assign the poles the wanted position by selecting a suitable feedback matrix K, in order to obtain an expected dynamic performance. The selection of the expected poles should meet the cardinal rules as below:
a)
For an n dimension control system, the number of the poles could be and must be n.
b)
In high-order system, only a fraction of the poles are decisive to the performance, which are called dominant poles and selected to replace the entire of the poles. The dynamical transition component generated by the non-dominant poles will be attenuated with celerity.
c)
Both real and complex form of the pole is acceptable, but when it is complex, only the conjugate complex number is logical which is physically realizable.
d)
In the selection of the position of the poles, both the effect to the system and the relationship with the distribution of the zero points should be taken into consideration.
e)
The expected poles should be selected with an eye to the requirement of anti-interference capability and low sensitivity.
C. Select of the Switching Function
If the controlled system tracks the reference system accurately, their coefficient matrixes meet the full matching conditions of the model tracking system defined in [1] . That is ( ) 
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In the above equations, 11 m A is a six-by-six matrix. 1 e ,
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C and 1 T are six-by-one matrixes. We make a linear transformation, e Te = % , and let 1 T B equal zero. Then (11) can be transformed into the following form as can obtain the coefficient matrix C % which can be introduced in the following form:
We usually set 2 C equal as m I , then we can obtain the
And the matrix C % can be transformed into C , the switching function matrix of the error system, through the matrixT .
D. Hierarchical Algorithm of Control Variables Startup in Sequence
The controlled system is a dual-input system. In order to reduce the number of online solving equations and improve the response speed of the system we adopt a hierarchical algorithm of control variable startup in sequence as in [8] . In (14), 1 C is the first line of C and al B is the first column of a B are vectors. Equation (13) substituting (14) will be changed into the following form:
( ) ( ) 
The following is the equation of the equivalent controller force:
With starting the control force 
And then we can achieve VSMFC for dual-input active suspension by using (19) and (20).
IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYZE OF THE RESULTS
The parameters of a mini-car model are listed in Table I . After being verified, the dynamic model matched the conditions of the model following system perfectly. We can see that the remaining indicators fell down by 64.29% 12.50% 23.22% 37.61% 14.53% besides the dynamic deformation of the rear wheel has increased. But we can also see that the dynamic load of rear wheels has increased by 12.95%, which has affected the safety. We should take a balanced consideration of all factors when design the reference model, and the control system parameters should be properly adjusted to obtain better overall performance suspension.
B. Analysis of the Following Performance.
The designed controller is a model tracking controller which is implemented by variable structure control, so it is necessary to analyze its following performance. Here we select the state values of the reference and controlled system to show the following performances. 
C. Analysis of the Robustness.
For the control system design, robustness is one performance must be met. The uncertain factors of the suspension system are mainly from two aspects. The first is the uncertain driving conditions such as the redistribution of the car load caused by turning or braking. The second is the changes of the car parameters such as the changes of the car load, the influences on tire stiffness from the inflation pressure, temperature and the degree of aging. Although the uncertainties from two aspects, they are all the reasons causing the changes of the model parameters from the dynamic perspective. So in this paper, we use the changes of the body mass and the stiffness of the tire to verify the robustness of the active control system. We change the parameters of the controlled system by increasing or decreasing the body mass and the tire stiffness by 20% to observe the changes of the output where we only select the body displacement and pitch angle to explain the output results. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 . From the results we can conclude that VSMFC has a high degree of robustness and the change and disturbance of the model parameters have a strong adaptability.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we select the 4-DOF vehicle vibration model as the basis for research and we take the independent active suspension as reference model. Then we built a variable structure model following controller of the parallel active suspension system and establish the simulation model of the controller in the Matlab/Simulink.
The simulation results show that the model following variable structure controller can significantly improve the body acceleration and ride comfort. At the same time it can reduce the SWS and the dynamic displacement of tire to improve the handling stability and driving safety of the car. The designed active suspension control system is not only responsive but also has a high degree of robustness and a strong adaptability.
The control algorithm discussed in the paper not only provides an important theoretical basis for the design of the active suspension but also has a certain reference value for the design of the active control system such as the chassis. 
